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Message from the President
Dear Colleagues,
I always enjoy seeing our regular newsletter and this
one is very special. It has a focus on women who have
come so far in what has been a male-dominated
industry.... but no more.
Both the women in IFAN and the report from Apromen,
our Member in Africa, serve to underscore the progress
of women in standardization. We have much more to
do and it is wonderful to see so many younger women
in the “Young Professionals” groups in ISO and IEC as
well.
For my part, this is not just about more women but
perhaps more importantly a younger cohort of bright
standardizers and users that will propel the benefits
and use of standards for generations to come!
Enjoy the news, and please send
us your stories and views.

IFAN President, Ross Wraight
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The 1st National Teenagers Standardization Olympiad
By Vivian Xia
The 1st National Teenagers Standardization Olympiad
was held in the context of a better and much more
important role standardization plays in people’s daily
lives. Thus, in order to improve teenagers’ awareness
and knowledge of standardization, to introduce
standards into higher education and to better
conduct international exchanges, China Association
for Standardization (CAS) successfully held the 1st
National Teenagers Standardization Olympiad in 2020
as the preliminary contest of International
Standardization Olympiad under the guidance and
support of China’s State Administration for Market
Regulation (SAMR).
2020 marked the first year of the National Teenagers
Standardization Olympiad. With the support of SAMR
and the provincial administration of market
regulation, there were a total of 11 teams with 33
students from 7 provinces selected for the final. The
final round was held via both offline contest and
online presentation themed on providing feasible
solutions for epidemic prevention and control,
including standard face mask dimensions for Chinese
minors for Middle School Division and protective
clothing dimensions for Chinese minors for High
School Division. To ensure the professionalism of the
contest, CAS invited experts both at home and abroad
as judges. Students who won the competition were
selected as a Chinese delegation to participate in the
15th International Standardization Olympiad, with
good competition results of Gold prize and KEITsponsored award separately.
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The 1st National Teenagers Standardization Olympiad
The 1st National Teenagers Standardization Olympiad has achieved great success, which provides a great
chance for popularizing standardization nationwide and facilitating exchanges worldwide, making more
people realize the importance of standards. Together with SAMR and the provincial administration of
market regulation, CAS will continue to organize the National Teenagers Standardization Olympiad, which
serves as an effective way of diversifying standardization education and a bridge for international
standardization exchanges and cooperation.
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APROMEN - Standardization Month closing ceremony
In Kinshasa, as of October 31, 2020, the Association for the Promotion
of Metrology and Standardization, APROMEN has chosen the hall of the
Flat JAAL CENTER to celebrate the closing month of Standardization.
In his speech, Mr. Bertin NTUMBA BULULU, President of APROMEN,
began by thanking the guests and welcoming them.
He recalled that:
● APROMEN has been working for more than 15 years to raise
awareness and advocate for the appropriation by Congolese
people of the virtues that make Standardization and Metrology
tools for economic integration, development and sustainability
of any kind of business.
APROMEN is an active Member of:
● the National Council of NGDOs,
● the network of French speakers and Standardization (Réseau
Normalisation et Francophonie "RNF" ) and
● the International Federation of Standards Users "(IFAN)".
Among the latest strategies adopted by APROMEN Members, it is worth
noting the following:
● Intensification of training on the fundamentals of
standardization and
metrology,
● Creation of the Women's Dynamics and Standardization, which
is one of the positive effects of the training on the
fundamentals received by the women Members of APROMEN;
● Intensification of the participation in the activities of
Metrology and Standardization at the national, regional and
international levels.

Ceremony highlights
1. Speech of the President
of the APROMEN
2. Posthumous awarding of
the Diploma of Merit to
Former Senator David
MUTAMBA DIBWE
3. Official Introduction of
Women and Standardization
Dynamic " DYFNOR-DRC".
4.Intervention of the Advisor
in charge of Metrology and
Standardization in the office
of the Minister of Industry

Continues on the next page

Mr Bertin Ntumba Bululu, President
of APROMEN

APROMEN Members in JAAL
CENTER Hall

Christian MUTAMBA (holding the
Diploma of Merit of his late father)
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APROMEN - Standardization Month closing ceremony
Official introduction of the Women and Standardization Dynamic " DYFNOR-DRC"
The creation of the Women and Standardization
Dynamic " DYFNOR-DRC " is one of the positive
spin-offs of the training on the fundamentals of
Metrology and Standardization.
Indeed, the women who participated in the
training felt that women are the greatest victims
of the bad practice of standardization in DR
Congo and hope to benefit from the experience
of women from other countries that have started
to carry out activities in this field earlier.
The creation of DYFNOR-DRC is motivated by the
observation that the lack of a consistent practice
of Standardization and Metrology is more
detrimental to women, as:
A. Most exposed Consumers in particular to:
● The poor quality of basic services such as
the distribution of electricity, water,
food and other products for mass
consumption.
● The lack of credible reference tools in
the production and trade of basic
commodities.
This situation encourages fraud, counterfeiting
and corruption.
B. Main Actors of Informal Trade and Initiators of
SMEs:
Suffering mainly from:
● Lack of a coherent national normative
framework;
● Ignorance of the basic references for
entrepreneurship;
● Unpreparedness to the requirements of
international trade, the integration of
the country in Regional Economic
Groupings and the development of Free
Trade Zones, hence the enormous risk of
bankruptcy in a context of competition at
the national and international level and
regional economic groupings.

The main goal of DYFNOR - DRC is to make
women aware of the importance of Metrology
and Standardization as tools to improve living
conditions, support economic integration,
promote development and sustainability of their
businesses.
This includes training on the fundamentals of
Standardization and Metrology, specialized
training according to the different economic
sectors and support in the implementation of
specific standards according to the fields of
activity.
The advisor in charge of Metrology and
Standardization at the office of the Minister of
Industry present at this ceremony encouraged the
Members of DYFNOR-DRC and promised to join
DYFNOR-DRC as Full Member.

Members of the DYFNOR-DRC Women and Standardization
Dynamic and the Aspiring Members surrounding Mrs
Josephine MBOMBO Advisor in charge of Standardization
and Metrology at the office of the Minister of Industry

Articles from APROMEN’s October 2020 Newsletter
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Women in Standards, an introduction by Karin Athanas Executive Officer
The Women in Standards was first established
in 2004 when a group of inspiring women set
out to create a welcoming environment where
others that were also working on standards
committees, forums, consortia, and consensus
bodies could provide each other with support
and friendship. At the time, it was very
common to find yourself the only woman on a
standards committee, which is perhaps still
true today, and the group met regularly
through dinners, coffees, and happy hours to
share their ideas and thoughts.
Over the years the group grew and evolved and
in 2019 it formally established itself as a
registered a 501(c)3 non-profit. In this new
role, Women in Standards promotes inclusion in
standardization, participation by all
stakeholders, and provides support and
education to assist our community in learning
about standardization, finding the right
standards committee for them, and growing
their network.
In 2020, Women in Standards published its first
study and report on Inclusion in Standards and
in 2021 has launched our second study. Each
year, we hope to advance the issues of
inclusiveness in standards and to work with the
standardization community to identify ways to
innovate and grow and to make the standards
process more accessible to a broad range of
participants.

To support the educational and professional
development of the community, the Women in
Standards signed a Memorandum of
Understanding in 2020 with the Society for
Standards Professional (SES) to develop a
competency framework for both those
participating in standards development and
those working for standards developers and
supporting the standardization process. And on
16 February 2021, the Women in Standards was
delighted to announce the publication of our
competency framework for standards
participants.
The framework establishes the valued
education, experience, skills and abilities that
contribute to a participant's success.
Accompanying the framework are two
recordings which highlight the role of
participants in standards development and
media files that are being made freely available
to standards developers and other stakeholders
for their use.
Looking to 2021 and beyond, the organization
aims to continue its work developing an
educational roadmap for participants,
advocating for inclusiveness in standards
development, and further develop our
community building and outreach activities. To
get involved, reach out to
admin@womeninstandards.org; we look forward
to learning from you and further connecting our
community.
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IFAN Webinar on International Women's Day 8 March 2021:
Women Leadership during times of crisis.
International Women's Day is a time to reflect on
the progress made by women, to call for change
and to celebrate acts of leadership by women
who have played an extraordinary role in
standardization.
IFAN invited seven women in standardization
along with IFAN Board Member and Moderator
Vered Oren, to impart their perspectives on
standardization during the pandemic and about
its impact on the future of standardization, and
we were joined by an audience of around 90.
The panel included: Dr Elizabeth Stampfl-Blaha,
Managing Director of Austrian Standards; Jodi
Scholtz, Lead Administrator, South Africa Bureau
of Standards; Dalia Yarom, Director
Standardization SII; Athina Panayiotou, Director
General Cyprus Organization for Standardization;
Andrea Beddard-Smith, Chair of the British
Standards Society and Secretary of IFAN;
Gabriela Ehrlich, Director of Communications IEC
and Annika Andreasen, CEO Swedish Institute for
Standardization.
The panellists discussed several topics: how the
pandemic had impacted them personally, their
work and their organizations; women's vs. men’s
leadership and what differences if any there
were; gender issues in standards; their personal
contribution to standardization and how they
thought that standardization would change after
the pandemic.

Behind the scenes

The recording is available here and also on the
IFAN website and the IFAN LinkedIn page.

Vered Oren in front of a green
screen

Control screen during the webinar

IFAN would like to thank the Standards
Institution of Israel for their sponsorship and
particularly for their technical expertise.
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For further information on IFAN:
IFAN Publications: www.ifan.org/ifan-publications
Contact IFAN: ifan@ifan.org
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